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The Bullsheet, a forum for news, humor, and community dialogue, is funded by DCGA, 
stopped being funny in 2019, and is printed each day that classes are in session. Submis-
sions must be sent before our editors shamble into the office for next day publication via 
e-mail to: bullsheet@denison.edu. Submissions herein solely reflect the opinions of the 
authors.
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Delivered this morning by: Mick

 

The first three words you see describe your political ideology! Make all 
future decisions based off what you see here!!

QUESTIONABLE POLITICS?

-William Kelsey, Leftist, Tea Party, Green 
Party, Who knows?
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Staff “Things That Happened This Weekend” Box

-Will Kelsey, jobless?

I love to long board 

but today...an Amish 

lady fell?

 
JOB SEARCHING?

Jobs that don’t exist anymore:

1. little shepherd boy that sits with the flock all day carving out a reed pipe. He lays against 
the side of his favorite sheep (he knows them all by name) and plays a jaunty tune. He is 
friends with the crows, every now and then they bring him gifts, a nut, or a berry perhaps. 
All of his siblings died of the plague.
2. Lord of the Hunt who does nothing but watch the lord’s dogs and every now and then gets 
to blow into a horn. He watched his best friend get gored by a boar.
3. Spinning Jenny. No one needs Jenny to spin anymore to aid in the production of cloth. 
She has been replaced by the modern textile factory. How sad :(
4. Professional cattle rustlers. Who is gonna rustle the cattle now? Not me for sure, cattle are 
scary.
5. Artisanal spoon maker. The demand for spoons just isn’t the same any more. Used to be 
every peasant would have their one spoon, which was their most treasured possession, now 
you can get cheap spoons a dime a dozen at every store. Shameful. Bring back the good old 
days, make spooning great again.
6. Chandler. I am very disappointed in F.R.I.E.N.D.S. for their misrepresentation of chandler 
culture. Apparently he worked in “statistical analysis and data reconfiguration and not the 
noble art of Chandlery? This is what’s wrong with our society.
7. Headsman. It used to be carrying a big sword around and wearing a hood meant some-
thing. Now these liberals are trying to take away a good union job? Back in my day people 
were lining up to be a headsman and now no one wants to be a headsman? I bet they’re all 
going to “university” to get a degree in “statistical analysis and data reconfiguration”, what-
ever that means.
8. Wrecker. I miss the days where I could go sit on the cliffs of Cornwall and/or Devonshire 
and lure unsuspecting ships to their untimely demise. Nothing tastes quite so sweet as an-
other man’s whiskey (especially if it’s floated out of their lifeless hands after their ship has 
sunk). 
9. Jack o’Lantern. People just aren’t getting cursed to wander deathless through the twilight 
like they used to any more. How else am I supposed to know not to make a deal with the 
devil? Kinda glad they are all gone though, they were forcing their anti-satan agenda down 
my throat.
10. Doctor. When I say my humors are imbalanced I want to be bled goddamnit!
11. Statistical analyst and data reconfigurer. Who is gonna analyze the statistics or reconfig-
ure the data? Back in my day you could always go to the statistics analyst and data recon-
figurer to have your statistics analyzed or your data reconfigured, but now you have to go to 
someone else? Who do you expect to do that for me, the village chandler?


